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NATO – All Was for Nothing

By Karsten Riise, June 19, 2023

Many of you have probably seen that even the Washington Post is admitting to complete
failure for Ukraine, NATO, and the US in their so-called “counteroffensive”. More than a week
after  the  start  of  Ukraine’s  much-hyped  counteroffensive,  which  Kyiv  and  its  Western
supporters say will push the Russian invaders back to pre-invasion lines, there are signs that
Ukraine is unlikely to achieve lightning gains.

Russia-Ukraine Crisis: The Meandering Roadmap to Ultimate Peaceful Settlement

By Kester Kenn Klomegah, June 19, 2023

At the beginning, it was referred to, in a decree signed by President Vladimir Putin, as
“special  military  operation”  aimed  largely  at  “demilitarization”  and  “denazification”  in
neighboring Ukraine. We know from history that both Russia and Ukraine were part of the
Soviet Union. 

Disagreement Between NATO’s Stoltenberg and America’s Biden on Ukraine Membership in
NATO

By Eric Zuesse, June 19, 2023

On June 14th, NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg repeatedly insisted upon facilitating
Ukraine’s becoming a member-nation of that marketing organization for the weapons that
are produced by U.S.-and-allied weapons-manufacturers, but America’s President Joe Biden
made clear on June 17th that he will not allow softening the existing requirements in order
to admit Ukraine into NATO.

Putin’s Shocking Revelations Show There Can be No Negotiations with Kiev
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By Drago Bosnic, June 19, 2023

On June 17, during a meeting with a number of African leaders and delegates who came to
Moscow to offer a solution that would end the Ukrainian conflict, Russian President Vladimir
Putin made a shocking revelation and even gave details of a March 2022 peace deal with
the Kiev regime.  The agreement,  titled the  “Treaty on the Permanent Neutrality  and
Security  Guarantees  for  Ukraine”  (negotiated  with  the  mediation  of  the  Turkish
government),  was  actually  signed  by  the  Kiev  regime.

Video: Kenyan President William Ruto Decries Disrespect for Africa and Challenges “U.S.
Dollar Dominance”

By Lawrence Freeman, June 19, 2023

The post below is from africanagenda.net, reporting on a punchy fifteen minute speech by
Kenyan President, William Ruto, to the African Union Parliament on the disrespectful manner
African leaders are treated by the developed sector. (See video).

Putin and What Really Matters in the Chessboard

By Pepe Escobar, June 19, 2023

After examining the exchanges, a conclusion is imperative: Russian war media is not staging
an  offensive  even  as  the  collective  West  attacks  Russia  24/7  with  its  massive  NGO/soft
power media apparatus. Moscow is not – yet? – fully engaged in the trenches of information
warfare; as it stands Russian media is only playing defense.

If Vaccines Don’t Cause Autism, Then How Do You Explain All This Evidence?

By Steve Kirsch, June 19, 2023

We see an odds ratio of 5 when comparing autism in vaxxed vs. unvaxxed in MULTIPLE
studies. The before:after odds are even more extraordinary. How can we ignore all this
evidence?

Putin Reveals Details About the Defunct Draft March 2022 Peace Treaty with Ukraine

By Andrew Korybko, June 19, 2023

President Putin surprised his guests from the African peace delegation on Saturday by
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revealing details about Russia’s now-defunct draft treaty with Ukraine. It would have re-
enshrined neutrality in that country’s constitution and also limited its number of military
forces.  According to  him,  it  had even been signed by the Ukrainian side,  which then
discarded it in response to pressure from the Anglo-American Axis (AAA) despite Russia
pulling its troops back from Kiev as part of an agreed-upon goodwill gesture.  

Laos:  Why the  World’s  Most  Bombed Country  May Still  Suffer  From These Wounds  After  a
Hundred Years

By Bharat Dogra, June 19, 2023

No, the people and the country of Laos had not harmed the far away located, mighty USA in
any way at all. Despite this, the people of Laos faced their heaviest destruction from the
USA, worse than what they faced even during direct colonial rule, due to two factors.

NATO Attacks Europe. Manlio Dinucci

By Manlio Dinucci, June 19, 2023

Because of rising energy prices, writes the Wall Street Journal, “the Eurozone is sliding into
recession as inflation hurts consumption, and Europe is stuck with the economic equivalent
of a long Covid.” In this Europe began “the largest multinational deployment of air forces in
NATO  history”  with  the  “Air  Defender”  exercise  taking  place  in  Germany  under  U.S.
command. 
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